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N egotiations involving multiple parties are complex because of the potential number of interacting variables. Understanding multiparty negotiation is hindered by a lack of theory that can adequately explain the multiplicity of interactions that typically characterize such negotiations. Negotiation sides, parties and roles are just some of the many variables that interact to produce outcomes. The complexity generated through such interaction is a challenge for theory development. This challenge is compounded by misunderstandings about the funda mental nature of multiparty negotiation as an area of study.
Prominent multiparty negotiation studies maintain that the field is neglected (Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1995) , having received comparatively little attention from researchers (Kramer 1991) , although the present study offers an alternative viewpoint. While the amount of research into multiparty negotiation is consider able, so far no attempt has been made to evaluate the work within a single framework. This article seeks to define multiparty negotiation as a field of study by building a comprehensive framework of multiparty negotiation. A framework is the first step towards a paradigm or model. After building this framework, the article establishes a research agenda for further developing this field of study and practice.
Multiparty Negotiation Concepts and Dynamics
The concept of "party" was adopted by the negotiation literature from legal studies. In law, a party is the person who files a suit or the person against whom a suit is filed, while that entity's agent is merely a participant (Yarn 1999: 346) . In the negotiation literature, party is defined more broadly. A party is a partici pant in a conflict. Parties can be individuals, groups, organizations, communities or nations (Rubin, Pruitt and Kim 1994: 257) . This is an incomplete definition, as a party has functional as well as structural characteristics. Participants in a conflict or in the pursuit of an opportunity (i.e., negotiation) can be parties to a negotiation or parties for a negotiation. At a minimum, a party must be able to (1) make a decision or decisions and (2) communicate such decisions. For exam ple, the components of a disintegrating coalition may each be parties, but the coalition itself may be too conflictridden to make or communicate decisions. A disintegrating coalition ceases to be a party at some point in a negotiation. Or, consider a constituent that is not sufficiently organized to make a decision. For example, "the public" is not a party under the proposed definition except when voting in a public referendum.
A clear and concise definition for "party" is critical to the development of a theory on multiparty negotiation. Researchers in this field should engage in debate about how "party" is best conceptualized. This article operationalizes "party" by focusing on an entity's ability to make and communicate decisions.
"Multiparty negotiation" is concerned with more than two parties, including parties or entities on the same side (e.g., primary parties, representatives, agents, advisers, coalitions of parties), on opposing sides (e.g., primary parties, negotiators or disputants), on neutral sides (e.g., all arbitrators and some mediators) and on other sides (e.g., powerful mediators, alternative negotiating partners). "Primary party" is a more precise concept than "negotiator" as the latter concept could be a primary party or an agent for a primary party.
In the present article, a primary party, constituent or its representative is defined as "owning" the problem/opportunity under negotiation and directly experiences the consequences of the negotiated outcome. A representative is distinguished from an agent, as the latter does not own the problem/opportunity under negotiation and is usually retained to serve a primary party or constituent in a negotiation. Agents and primary parties have different motives and interests and can have dif ferent goals, standards and ethical norms (Chayes 1999; Fassina 2002; Kramer 1991; Mnookin and Susskind 1999; Rubin and Sander 1988) . Primary parties (e.g., constituents) and their agents are analytically distinguishable as separate entities in a negotiation.
A clear and concise definition for "primary party" is critical for developing a comprehensive framework of multiparty negotiation. Researchers in this field should engage in debate about how "primary party" is best conceptualized. This article operationalizes "primary party" by recognizing the utility of "problemopportunity ownership" and "an entity that directly experiences a negotiated outcome."
Although the concepts of "multiparty" and "multilateral" share a common root there are important distinctions to make. "Multilateral" literally means manysided (Hampson with Hart 1995: 4) , while "bilateral" is twosided. Multilateral always includes three or more sides. "Biparty," dyadic or twoparty negotiation is concerned only with two primary parties. All multilateral negotiations are multiparty, but not all multiparty negotiations are multilateral. Nevertheless, some very complex negotiations are bilateral and multiparty (e.g., consider intellectual property nego tiations between the U.S. and China in the 1990s -see Hulse and Sebenius 2003 in this volume of International Negotiation) . Distinguishing between multilateral, bilateral, multiparty and biparty negotiations enhances structural clarity.
A number of common "multiparty negotiation situations" can be identified through the literature. This discussion has already distinguished between primary parties and agents, while generally advisers and agents are also clearly distinguish able. For example, a boundary can be established between the process of advising and the process of implementing advice (Salacuse 2000: 7) . An adviser transforms into an agent once it communicates (i.e., implements advice) with a second primary party. For example, a twoparty or bilateral negotiation can evolve into a multiparty negotiation if an adviser for a primary party becomes directly involved with entities on the other side.
Two other common multiparty negotiation situations include the emergence of a third party (Bercovitch and Jackson 2001; Kramer 1991) or an alternative party (alternative negotiating partner). For example, two primary parties and a third party such as a mediator constitute both a bilateral and a multiparty negotiation. The effect of a third party on negotiation process and outcome is well documented (Elkouri and Elkouri 1985; Kressel and Pruitt 1989; MenkelMeadow 2001; Miller 1994; Wall 1981; Wall, Stark and Standifer 2001) . However, the significance of an alternative party to negotiation process and outcome only recently has become more apparent (see Giebels 1999; Giebels, De Dreu and Van de Vliert 1998; Pinkley 1995) .
Another common multiparty negotiation situation involves three or more distinct primary parties (Kramer 1991; Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1998; Zartman 1994) , while coalition dynamics can structurally transform such multilateralmultiparty negotiations into bilateral negotiations. Distinct parties can and do combine or fuse, but an apparently unitary entity can also fractionate or split (Midgaard and Underdal 1977; Raiffa 1982) into entities of varying degrees of unity. Negotiations would be less complex if parties were monolithic, but often they are not. Monolithic or unitary refers to the internal nature of a party -the degree of internal conflict or cohesion due to similar or different values, interests and/or opinions (Raiffa 1982) . A party with a high degree of cohesion is a "unitary party," characterized by consis tently coherent behavior and communication with a "single voice."
Any unitary entity, even an individual, can have internal conflict that affects presentation of unity, while a "complex party" -comprising two or more distinct or monolithic parties -can achieve levels of cohesion that result in unitary behavior (Midgaard and Underdal 1977; Raiffa 1982) . Such dynamics are structurally signifi cant, as they can determine whether a negotiation is bilateral or multilateral and biparty or multiparty. A multiparty frame of reference may be useful in a negotia tion that includes a party that is not generally behaving as a unitary entity.
Multiparty Negotiation Building Blocks and Boundaries
It is possible to establish the building blocks of multiparty negotiation based on the above discussion. The boundaries of the field can also be defined by identify ing such building blocks. "Party" is identified as one of the most basic elements in negotiation, mediation and the entire conflict management literature (Diehl, Druckman and Wall 1998; Wall 1981) . Any taxonomy of multiparty negotiation must include "party" as a fundamental concept.
"Relations between parties" has not received as much attention as "party" in the academic literature (Greenhalgh and Chapman 1995) . A relationship is a pairing of entities that has meaning to the parties, in which the understood form of present and future interaction influences their behavior today (Sheppard and Tuchinksy 1996: 334) . Interestingly, relationships often define roles (Greenhalgh 1995) and parties are normally conceptualized or structured through the use of roles (Zartman 1994) . Relations between distinct parties or relations within a complex party are of special significance to multiparty negotiation because the combination or frag mentation of parties is operationalized through a relationship. This article argues that while many important elements can be identified in multiparty negotiation, the two most fundamental elements are (1) party and (2) relations between par ties. Combined with the preceding discussion on multiparty negotiation situations, this observation provides a foundation for a taxonomy of multiparty negotiation phenomena (see Table 1 ).
The five phenomena identified in Table 1 are the building blocks of multiparty negotiation. A multiparty negotiation can, but need not, include all five elements.
Primary Party Relations -As defined previously, multiparty negotiations will always include three or more primary parties or two primary parties and one other party. That "other party" will have characteristics described by items 2-5 of Table 1 . Cooperative Relations -When there are three or more primary parties some of them may establish cooperative relations. A coalition is the most common cooperative arrangement (a complex entity that is distinct from its compo nent parts), although studies distinguish different coalition types (Boyer and Cremieux 1999; Cobb 1986; Dupont 1996; Holsti, Hopmann and Sullivan 1985; Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1995; Zartman 2003) . Noncooperative Relations -It is not uncommon to find a coalition in disintegration or two entities cooperating on some issues and disputing other issues within the same negotiation. Less common is a single entity, such as a national government, that has sharp internal disagreements that remain unresolved prior to a negotiation with another party (Crump 1995; Midgaard and Underdal 1977; Raiffa 1982) . "Single entities" can transform a biparty bilateral negotiation into a multiparty negotiation or even a mul tilateral negotiation. Third Party Relations -Third parties do not own the problem/opportunity under negotiation but assist primary parties towards an outcome, although this outcome need not be an agreement. Such parties may be unbiased and nondirective but need not be. Third parties can assist (facilitate) primary parties intentionally or unintentionally. They are most often described as mediational and/or arbitrational (Berman and Johnson 1977; Davison 1974; Kressel and Pruitt 1989; MenkelMeadow 2001; Miller 1994; Sheppard 1984; Susskind 2000; Touval 1975; Touval and Zartman 2001; Wall, Stark and Standifer 2001; Zartman and Touval 1985) . Supporting Primary Party Relations -Primary parties may receive assistance from parties that do not "own" the negotiation and are not third parties. Assistance may come indirectly, such as through an alternative negotiating partner, or directly, through advisers and agents (Chayes 1999; Giebels 1999; Mnookin and Susskind 1999; Neale and Bazerman 1991; Pinkley 1995; Salacuse 1995 Salacuse , 2000 .
When the multiparty negotiation literature is compared to the list in Table 1 it can be concluded that no other phenomena exist outside of this fivepart categorical set.
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3. (1) Primary party relations (primary parties engaged in a negotiation) (2) Cooperative relations between parties on the same side (coalitional relations) (3) Non-cooperative relations inside a "single party" that is not behaving as a unitary entity (4) Third party relations (5) Entities providing support to a primary party This is not to suggest that other phenomena do not exist -multiparty negotiation represents a large universe of behavior -rather, no other phenomena have been documented in the literature.
4.
5.
These five phenomena represent the building blocks of multiparty negotiation and assist to establish the field's boundaries. However, the "complexity concept" can also be used to determine the boundaries of multiparty negotiation. Complexity is central to multiparty negotiation. For example, "management of complexity" is considered a paradigm for multilateral international negotiations (Zartman 1994; Crump and Zartman 2003) . The present study contends that "degrees of complex ity" is a central organizing construct for the entire field of negotiation, including biparty, bilateral, multilateral and multiparty negotiations. In establishing multi party negotiation boundaries this article moves from the least to the most complex form of negotiation.
The line between biparty and multiparty negotiation is ambiguous. It is possible to identify negotiations that are "bipartyplus" and "minimalistmultiparty" in nature. For example, in marketbased negotiations, buyers have choices with respect to whom they will engage in biparty, buyerseller negotiations; sellers who are not selected may serve as alternative negotiating partners for a buyer (Neale and Bazerman 1991) . "Alternative parties" can influence biparty negotiation processes even when primary parties have never met these alternative parties (Giebels 1999; Giebels, De Dreu and Van de Vliert 1998; Pinkley 1995) . Sometimes, multiparty negotiation analysis cannot explain negotiation process and outcome without taking absent parties into consideration, including alternative parties that primary parties have not encountered. However, to be considered a party in a negotiation, at least one primary party must be aware of this alternative party, and this knowledge must materially influence negotiation behavior.
These phenomena are at the border of multiparty negotiation. The least complex multiparty negotiation involves three negotiating individuals, where two have previously established coalitional relations against the third. A second type of multiparty negotiation with similar complexity would involve two negotiating indi viduals being assisted by a third, mediating individual. In both examples, complexity is minimized through clearly defined roles.
These examples, representing leastcomplex multiparty negotiations, serve to establish the inner boundary. Where does the outer boundary lie -what is the most complex multiparty negotiation? There is general agreement in the literature that multilateral negotiations in the international domain present the greatest degree of complexity. For example, the Uruguay GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) negotiations formally began in Uruguay in September 1986 with 1,200 official delegates (1,200 negotiators) from over 70 countries (70 primary parties), accompa nied by 300 journalists (some journalists likely engaged in facilitative behavior). By December 1990, a GATT meeting in Belgium included over 100 governments, 90 ministers, 1,500 official delegates and as many more advisers, and the same number of journalists. They gathered to finalize a 400page agreement that represented the dis tillation of 1,300 proposals and working papers. However, key parties (the U.S. and the EU) found this agreement unacceptable and consequently extended negotiations for three more years. An agreement to establish the World Trade Organization (WTO) was formally concluded by more than 100 governments in Morocco in April 1994 (Hampson with Hart 1995; Landau 2000; Zartman 1994 ). The mostcomplex multiparty negotiation boundary lies somewhere in this location although theoreti cally there is no "most complex" limit. The GATT example simply identifies the edge of the known universe of empirical cases.
Multiparty Negotiation: Overview and a Research Agenda
With building blocks identified and boundaries established it is possible to present an overview of the field of multiparty negotiation. This overview will focus on three prominent multiparty negotiation literatures: international negotiations, public disputes, and organizational and group negotiations. A fourth body of literature describing three parties only (triadic interactions) is not considered here. These four distinct literatures represent four multiparty negotiation domains. Disputes or negotiations in the three domains considered here are often embedded in a larger context such that additional parties often become involved as negotiations proceed.
The following discussion introduces the fundamental nature of each multi party negotiation domain, while considering (1) the academic disciplines involved, (2) each domain's dominant constructs, variables and thematic elements, and (3) critical research questions and areas for future investigation.
International Negotiation
The international domain of multiparty negotiation draws on many academic disciplines. Political science and international relations established the field, while other disciplines, including international affairs and diplomacy, peace studies, nego tiation and conflict management, international environmental policy, international business and management, international organizational studies, international law, social psychology, sociology, history and economics make contributions.
The multiparty international negotiation domain is one of the more devel oped domains, as research in this field extends into antiquity (Freymond 2002) . It includes negotiations within and between international organizations such as governments, NGOs and transnational corporations. Permanent negotiations in international institutions such as the UN or NATO, periodic but regular negotia tions in forums (e.g., regional groupings of nations such as APEC) and single but complex and lengthy negotiations, such as multilateral conferences, are prominent within this domain. Less complex phenomena, such as international joint venture negotiations between two corporations or bilateral multiparty negotiations invol ving governmental entities, are also within this domain (Aurisch 1989; Boyer and Cremieux 1999; Kremenyuk 1991 Kremenyuk , 2002 Landau 2000; Tinsley and Weiss 1999; Watkins and Rosegrant 2001; Zartman 1994 ).
An international community comprised of an international institutional order, organizations, regimes, norms, and communities of opinion developed substantially, especially following the Second World War (Druckman 1997; Ruggie 1992) . As this international community developed so did the study of international negotiation. (See Kremenyuk (2002) for an appreciation of the richness and diversity of this domain.) Consequently, critical research questions in this domain are numerous -identification of some questions will preclude many others.
"Multilateral" exists as a concept in all multiparty domains, but the study of multilateral negotiation is most advanced in the international domain (see Hampson with Hart 1995; Zartman 1994; Zartman 2002a; and International Negotiation 8(1) 2003) when compared with other domains. Complexity is a dominant concept in this literature. International negotiation is an exercise in complexity (Winham 1977) , which is the prime characteristic of multilateral negotiation (Hampson with Hart 1995) . Managing complexity is a dominant construct (Zartman 1994 ) and a critical area of study. Scholars in this field have extended the utility of "complexity man agement" to other multiparty negotiation domains. This development holds great potential for enhancing understanding. Of particular interest is identifying concepts and methods to reduce or to manage complexity. Critical research issues in this area include coalition formation and behavior, and the role of leadership in convert ing structural uncertainty into a form that facilities negotiation outcome (Hampson with Hart 1995; Zartman 2002) . These critical research issues are likely to continue, as they are the key tools for managing complexity in international negotiations.
Coalitions or alliances, as a phenomenon and as a conceptual structure, are especially prominent in this literature (Holsti, Hopmann and Sullivan 1985; Walt 1987; Zartman 1994) . Coalition building is a metaphor for international negotia tion (Dupont 1996) and is the essence of multilateral negotiation (Hampson with Hart 1995) . Coalition stability has been a critical area of study for many years, as this variable contributes to an explanation of outcome (Kahan and Rapoport 1984; Pridham 1986 ). Questions of coalition or alliance stability are prominent in the study of international relations and the international order (see Walt 1987; Waltz 1979) but have received little attention in an international organizational environ ment where multiple issues in a negotiation can result in a single party engaging in numerous coalitional relations and networks of influence.
Future investigation should seek greater understanding about coalition stability in a multilateral organizational environment where a party cooperates with another party on some issues and competes with that party on other issues. How do parties manage the tension between cooperation and competition and what impact does this have on their effectiveness as coalition partners? How might a negotiation team best manage such circumstances (e.g., individual role assignment, channels of communi cation, timing, public or private forums)? How does the embedded nature of such relations affect the ability to work together in the present and the future? How does all of this occur when this simple dyadic example operates amidst many other inter connected parties and is really multidyadic or multilateral? Answers to such questions will offer insight into the management of complexity at the level of the negotiation team or delegation. This is an especially important level of analysis, as multilateral complexity is often managed through intragroup and intergroup processes.
The relationship between leadership and managing complexity will also be a critical area for continued study. In multilateral international negotiations leadership may be demonstrated through unilateral actions, through coercion and via instru mental techniques based on skill, energy and status (Underdal 1994) . We also know that certain specific leadership characteristics are critical for minimizing complexity and facilitating agreement -including innovative thinking, inventiveness, problem solving skill and the ability to broker and make deals (Hampson with Hart 1995) , while also acknowledging that attributes such as creativity and problemsolving lie beyond quantification (Zartman 2002b) . Past research on leadership in international environments has primarily focused on formal and informal leadership in multilateral conferences. While this area of study is essential, knowledge in this area needs to be balanced with insight into the leadership qualities required of each individual confer ence delegate, as they respond to opportunities and constraints in both international and domestic environments. Putnam (1988) established a theoretical foundation for this field when he outlined the logic of the "twolevel games" -or the relationship between domestic politics and international relations. Studies build on this work by considering how a nation's chief executive (e.g., president, prime minister) arrives at an initial strategy towards another state by taking into account the opportunities and constraints imposed by international institutions and his or her own domes tic strength taking into account the role of the country's legislative body (Mitchell 2001) . Articles in this volume of International Negotiation extend our understanding of the critical nexus between domestic politics and international negotiation (see Kanie 2003; MurphyIves 2003) . However, the level of analysis for such research is often at a macro level, while research at a micro level is less common.
What we do not clearly understand are the characteristics, skills and abilities that are required of a negotiator to shuttle back and fourth between the interna tional and domestic level -to effectively represent a constituent that may be highly coherent, but may just as likely be lacking a significant degree of unity. It may be that some constituents are so united and focused that they can micromanage their representative. However, more likely is the scenario that negotiations include rep resentatives with multiple and distinct constituents and/or include a negotiation team that represents various constituencies, as each team member reports back to his or her specific constituency. Coordination between multiple constituents and between each representative on a negotiation team that must itself coordinate with separate constituents is an internal challenge in complexity management.
How are potential issues, parameters, agendas, tradeoffs and goals established between a representative and its constituents in such complex settings? What kind of communication occurs between delegate and constituent if adjustments are made initially, throughout the process and as negotiations move toward a conclusion? How is perception of success and/or failure framed -and managed privately and publicly -by the representative and by its constituency initially, as the process unfolds and following the outcome? Some of this activity requires a type of leader ship that merits greater theoretical and empirical attention.
Multilateral conferences are a specialized area of study within this domain. Much has been learned over the past 30 years about the preparation, organization and management of international multilateral conferences. Number of parties, type and number of substantive issues, and procedural issues (agenda setting, decisionmaking rules, etc.) are especially prominent in this subdomain (Aurisch 1989; Druckman 1997; Hampson with Hart 1995; Midgaard and Underdal 1977) . From one perspec tive a multilateral conference is a massive project that seeks to build some kind of international infrastructure. The field of project management has developed tools and techniques for the effective and efficient construction of large physical infrastructure. Those who conduct and study multilateral conferences could adopt some concepts, processes and methods developed in the study of project management. For exam ple, the concept of modular design could be relevant to the multilateral conference organizer (see Watkins 2003 in this volume for an enlightened discussion on the use of modular design in managing war and diplomacy).
Interests, power and security are central themes in this domain. A classic study states: the concept of interest defined as power imposes intellectual discipline upon the observer, infuses rational order into the subject matter of politics, and thus makes the theoretical understanding of politics possible (Morgenthau 1948: 5) . Interests and power are assumed to be at the heart of all international negotia tions (Leng 1991) , while studies present typologies based on these concepts (Martin 1992) . This area of study has undergone dramatic transformation in recent years, as the concept of national security has achieved a multidimensional quality. No longer is security synonymous only with the physical wellbeing of the state; it is now asso ciated with achieving safety from transboundary threats related to the environment, the economy, human rights, and access to food resources, for example (Spector and Wolf 2000: 411) . Traditional models of interest, power and security built primarily upon a militarybased model will require review given such developments, while greater demands will be placed upon diplomacy (Babbitt 1999; George and Simons 1994; Steiner 2001) . Questions for researchers and political leaders might include whether governments can shift their national defense policy machinery towards other issues? If so, how can this shift be achieved? Targeted research is required to find solutions to these and other serious national security challenges.
National security policy has historically revolved around the nationstate as either a source of security (defensive) or a threat to security (offensive). However, the emergence of effective and efficient international terrorist networks (e.g., those responsible for the sabotage of Pan Am Flight 103 out of London in December 1988, the destruction of the World Trade Center in New York in September 2001, the Bali bombings in October 2002) demonstrate that national security theory, policy and practice requires substantial rethinking. For example, what actions can a state legiti mately take when a nonstate actor, operating in one or more other states, threatens to launch an attack against the people and property of that state. Chapter 7 Article 51 of the UN Charter, which deals with selfdefense, was not drafted to respond to such circumstances. Effective selfdefense to such a threat is unlikely to include a significant military dimension, while diplomacy, intergovernmental coordination, policing and intelligence provide the greatest longterm potential for effective self defense. Unfortunately, these are inefficient tools when compared to the require ment of the challenge. Such observations demonstrate a serious need to reconsider national security policy.
One component of an effective counterterrorism policy is a sound negotiation theory (Murray 1990) . Governments may negotiate with individual terrorists in two types of situations: when they induce an individual terrorist to surrender and when they have a suspected or convicted terrorist under their control (Hayes 2002) . However, governmental action may also incite the behavior that negotiations seek to control. Part of an effective negotiation theory should recognize that extreme self destructive behavior aimed at violence against people and property could be incited or motivated through revenge for perceived wrongs. Issues of perceived justice and injustice are fundamentally linked to acts of revenge, while conflict escalation is a frequent result of revenge (Kim and Smith 1993) . The psychology of these nonstate actors, especially their perceived motives and the conceptual structure of these motives, requires much greater understanding if a sound negotiation theory is to be established in support of effective counterterrorism policies.
The problem is further complicated by a Western norm that discourages nego tiation with those labeled as villains, as it is believed that negotiation is not a valid conflictresolution solution when dealing with such parties. To engage a "villain" in negotiation may be perceived as an act of appeasement -as validating the aggression -or as a sign of weakness (Spector 1998) . However, communicating with others provides an opportunity to influence their behavior while simultaneously gaining information to identify viable solutions to complex problems. A decision to negotiate with terrorists -when they don't have hostages -requires an essen tial framebreaking prenegotiation decision. Implementing such a decision is most effective when an attitude of ethical pragmatism is adopted that seeks to minimize future bloodshed with a businesslike approach to conflict resolution (Spector 1998) . These broad strokes aimed at terrorism, as an international security issue, only scratch the surface of this very complex problem. Much more research from a negotiation perspective is required, while issues of terrorist motives, justice, injus tice, revenge, perceived appeasement, state engagement with nonstate actors, and negotiation methods built around attitudes of ethical pragmatism hold considerable potential for a research agenda to these conflictmanagement challenges.
The use of third parties is almost always a source of support in the management and resolution of complex conflict. A final prominent theme in the international domain that requires consideration is third parties generally, and mediation spe cifically (Bercovitch and Jackson 2001; Bercovitch and Rubin 1992; Princen 1992; Young 1967) . Third parties play a contractual or neutral role in international nego tiations or an emergent role where the third party has an interest in the outcome and the power to influence outcomes (Diehl, Druckman and Wall 1998; Lall 1985; Touval 1975; Umbricht 1989; Watkins and Winters 1997; Zartman and Touval 1985) . Any actor in the global environment can become a mediator (Bercovitch 1992 ). An interesting development that should receive greater analytical and theo retical attention considers thirdparty involvement in coalition building -part of an emerging body of knowledge developing under the concept of "dealcrafting" (Lax and Sebenius 2002) . Under what conditions can a mediator effectively assist in building coalitions that are acceptable to the negotiating parties, rather than adopting a less directive or facilitative role? What type of coalitions will produce acceptable and durable outcomes given specific definable characteristics of the con flict and the negotiating parties? What actions are required to move parties toward cooperative or noncooperative relations with other parties? What sequencing and timing issues serve as intervening variables in such circumstances (Lax and Sebenius 1991) . What power sources or resources make such actions possible? What was their effect in producing negotiations (bringing parties to the table) and in produc ing an outcome? (Zartman 2002a, b) .
Public Disputes
Comparisons are made between public disputes and international negotiation (Susskind and Ozawa 1985) . While similarities exist in terms of number of parties, embedded relations and the possible roles that can emerge, an important difference is that public disputes exist at community, state, regional and national levels but not at an international level. This domain draws on many academic disciplines. Political science, sociology, social psychology, and economics each make contributions. Professional disciplines also contribute to the public dispute domain, including mediation and facilitation, environmental studies, government, law, management, planning and policy, social work, and urban and regional studies.
Public disputes are distinguished from other types of domestic disputes by the presence of complicated networks of interests and the possibility of new parties emerg ing as disputes evolve (Carpenter and Kennedy 2001) . Two types of public disputes are identified: constitutional disputes and distributional disputes (Susskind and Cruikshank 1987) . The former involve legal rights and are the responsibility of the judicial system, while the latter include allocation of public funds, standards setting, facilities siting, or use of public resources such as land, water and energy. Environmental disputes are a prominent part of this multiparty negotiation domain (Amy 1987; Dukes 2001; Ozawa 1993; Susskind 1981; Susskind, Bacow and Wheeler 1983) .
Societies without a pluralistic political tradition report conciliatory methods for resolving public disputes (Xu 1994) . However, the literature in this domain can only be understood in the context of a pluralistic political tradition. Some question the validity of the implicit pluralistic orientation found in public disputes (Modavi 1991) , others present dispute resolution methods as an alternative to pluralistic pro cesses (Gray 1989) or note that public disputes emerge primarily because of flaws in representative democracy systems (Susskind and Cruikshank 1987) . It is useful to recognize the inherent context of this multiparty domain, as its context contrib utes to its boundaries and identifies the kind of sociopolitical environment that facilitates its growth and development. Unlike the international domain, the public dispute domain does not exist in every society and nation.
Several themes may be identified in this literature. "Multiparty" has not been adopted to the degree that "multilateral" is used in the international domain. However, the concept is gaining currency in the public dispute domain (Cormick 1989; Gray 1989; Lesnick and Ehrmann 1987; Susskind 2000; Turner and Saunders 1995) .
Interests and power (Gray 1989; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987) , interests, rights and power (Ury, Brett and Goldberg 1989 ) and values, trust and power (Carpenter and Kennedy 2001 ) are significant conceptual structures in the public dispute domain. Interests and power are also identified as important themes in the interna tional domain. Sources of power are widely discussed in the literatures (French and Raven 1959) , but are especially prominent through acquisition of process control. Consequently, "dispute procedure management" is a fundamental concern in this domain. Imbeau (1992) considers the relationship between procedures and collec tive decisions. Carpenter and Kennedy (2001) note that public disputes are a mix of procedures, relationships and substance. Cormick (1989) considers strategic issues in structuring multiparty negotiations in public disputes. Susskind, McKearnan and ThomasLamer (1999) and many others focus on consensusbuilding methods and procedures as an alternative to Robert's Rules of Order.
Generally, leaders control dispute procedures in most organizational and com munity settings, but leadership is not a prominent topic in this field. The topic is not ignored (Brubaker 1999; Straus 1999b ), but it is not often considered either. Rather, coordination (leadership at its most basic) in the form of facilitation, mediation and process consultation is the primary focus of attention in the public dispute domain. No other domain in multiparty negotiation is so aligned to a thirdparty context -a characteristic that may be this domain's greatest strength and greatest weakness -as much of our knowledge about the public dispute pro cess is understood through a thirdparty context. Arbitration is mentioned in the literature where dispute system design and public disputes intersect (Ury, Brett and Goldberg 1989) . Judges and the courts are more prominent in this domain (Golann and Van Loon 1999; Gray 1989) . In reality, the courts often represent a BATNA that consensus builders seek to preempt, or at least decrease its attraction. In any event, consensus building through facilitation and mediation is not the only approach for public dispute management; but it is a primary focus in this domain (Allor 1993; Bourdeaux, O'Leary and Thornburgh 2001; Carnevale and Pegnetter 1985; Dukes 1993; Forester and Stilzel 1989; Gray 1989; Poitras and Bowen 2002; Purdy and Gray 1994; Susskind 2000; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987; Susskind, McKearnan and ThomasLarmer 1999; Susskind and Ozawa 1985) .
Although examples of mediators with interests and power can be identified in the literature (Burgess 1983; Hill 1983 ), this domain is primarily concerned with impartial and contractual mediators or process consultants. During the past 20 years a set of thirdparty behaviors (a defined role) has evolved to guide the public dispute resolution professional. For example, often a third party conducts a con flict assessment , designs consensusbuilding strategies and processes -including identification of the stakeholders or parties (Carpenter 1999; Straus 1999a ), convenes and manages this process (Carlson 1999; Straus 1999b ), assists in producing consensus (McKearnan and Fairman 1999) , and assists with consensus implementation (Potapchuk and Crocker 1999 ). An overall evaluation of this process is best conducted by a trained researcher rather than the third party who facilitated/mediated the process (Innes 1999) .
There is no user manual or "cook book" for managing a consensus building process, as such processes are highly dynamic. Nevertheless, over the past 20 years substantial guidance -offered by scholarpractitioners -has developed about the philosophy, strategy, methodology and techniques that can and should be adopted when conducting a consensusbuilding process (see Carpenter and Kennedy 2001; Dukes, Piscolish and Stephens 2000; Susskind, McKearnan and ThomasLarmer 1999) . However, much is still unknown and many research questions remain. Critical research questions revolve around thirdparty effectiveness -given the thirdparty context of the public dispute domain. Scholars have identified eight factors as impor tant to mediation settlement and by extension, mediator effectiveness. First, increas ing conflict decreases the potential for settlement. Second, some dispute issues are "toxic" and less likely to facilitate settlement (e.g., disputes involving limited resources). Third, the stage in a conflict when a mediator intervenes is important (intervening either too early or too late contributes to difficulties). Fourth, asym metrical power between disputants decreases potential for settlement. The literature indicates that these four factors tend to increase the degree of conflict between dis putants, serving to restrain mediator effectiveness (Wall, Stark and Standifer 2001) . Concurrently, and fifth through eigth, a mediator's ability to bring resources to the table, disputants' commitment to mediation, increased mediator rank and decreased mediator visibility tends to facilitate thirdparty settlement. Because these latter four factors tend to increase the potential for disputant settlement, they similarly serve to enhance mediator effectiveness (Wall, Stark and Standifer 2001) .
Two observations may be salient based on these conclusions. It is reasonable to assume that other unidentified factors also contribute to increasing or decreas ing levels of conflict and increasing or decreasing levels of mediator effectiveness. Identification of these other factors will contribute to managing complexity in the public dispute domain. Second, some of these eight factors are more amenable than others to thirdparty control, while a well designed research program could assist in identifying how to gain greater control over such factors. Intrinsically, public sector disputes are distributional with too many people and groups wanting too few resources. Unlike the international domain, third parties in the public dispute domain do not often have tangible resources to bring to the table, but they have expertise that can assist in gaining access to resources. For example, developing group problemsolving theory or testing and refining group problemsolving meth odology can contribute to minimizing the conflict inherent in public disputes based on a lack of resources. Such theory and techniques can "expand the pie" and identify methods to gain consensus to use resources more efficiently.
Research focused specifically on managing group problemsolving processes in public disputes -large number of stakeholders often with opposing values -could enhance thirdparty effectiveness. What type of group problemsolving techniques (e.g., traditional public hearings or community forum, task force, joint factfinding, force field analysis, singletext, visioning, transformative relationship building, policy dialogue, deliberate discourse in a heuristic or algorithmic manner) is most effective at each stage in the consensusbuilding process (e.g., at startup, during problem definition, alternative generation, scenario development)? Are different types of group problemsolving techniques more effective with different functional groups (e.g., processdesign committees, executive committees, steering commit tees, comprehensive planning groups)? Are different types of public disputes (e.g., allocation of public funds, standards setting, facilities siting, use of public resources) more effectively managed through different problemsolving techniques (Carpenter 1999; Elliot 1999; Johnson and Johnson 1997; Straus 1999a, b) ? These and related questions could enhance thirdparty effectiveness by developing theory and meth odology that is focused specifically on the common problem of scarce resources.
Getting parties to the table is a challenge that has been studied for years in the international domain. What are the factors that trigger parties to actively consider going to the table (e.g., changing conditions and a reassessment, perception of a threat or opportunity, crisis avoidance, the desire to manage a relationship more effectively)? How does an assessment of risks and costs affect motivation to participate? What requirements or expectations do parties have (e.g., reciprocity) and what kind of sup port is required for participation? (Saunders 1985; Sjostedt 2002; Stein 1989; Zartman 1989) . There are significant differences between the international domain and public dispute domain -competitive anarchy often within institutional structures and norms but with ultimate recourse based in power relations vs. representative democracy in a pluralistic society with recourse based in state law. Getting stakeholders to partici pate is part of a prenegotiation process that has some similarity in function in both domains. Comparative research in this area could provide insights for scholars in each domain if significant differences receive proper analytical treatment.
Third party and coalition phenomena each receive similar attention in the international domain, while the study of coalition phenomena is less prominent in the public dispute literature (see Benveniste 1989; Bettencourt 1996; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987) . However, consensus building (i.e., a grand coalition) has some similarity to coalition formation and the former is a prominent theme in the public dispute domain (McKinney 1997; Poitras and Bowen 2002; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987; Susskind, McKearnan and ThomasLamer 1999) . Nevertheless, research that specifically considers coalition dynamics could contribute to a decrease in com plexity in this domain. Research questions related to the determinants of coalition formation and coalition stability/instability in public disputes would be a useful place to begin a study. For example, what effect does longstanding positive and negative embedded relations have on coalition formation between stakeholders who are compatible or incompatible on significant issues? How do stakeholders manage inherent complexity when cooperating with parties on some issues and competing with these same parties on other issues? Does thirdparty behavior intentionally or unintentionally affect coalition formation and stability? Do specific problem solving methods and the introduction or timing of these methods have an effect on coalition formation -especially in the initial stages of a dispute? Answers to such questions could provide greater understanding of the public dispute process.
Organizational and Group Negotiation
The range of multiparty negotiation phenomena is broad in the organizational and group domain. For example, international negotiation and public disputes can each be considered in the organizational domain, as most parties engaged in such negotiations are organizations (e.g., cities, states and nations are represented by governments). However, these domains are distinguishable because each has sufficient literature to justify separate consideration. The organizational and group domain draws on many academic disciplines. All of the traditional social sciences contribute to this domain, especially social psychology, management and industrial relations. A number of spe cialized areas of study are also actively engaged in this field, including organizational behavior, negotiation and conflict management, group dynamics and process, inter group and intragroup relations, group decision making and task groups.
The organizational domain naturally divides into two types of literature: nego tiations between organizations and negotiations inside organizations. The former type includes interorganizational collaboration and strategic alliance or joint venture negotiations (Chatterjee and Gray 1995; Das and Teng 2002; Fisher 1989; Gilroy 1993; Gray 1985; Inkpen and Ross 2001; Osland and Cavusgil 1998; Pruitt 1994; Schermerhorn 1981; Spekman, Forbes, Isabella and MacAvoy 1998; Watkins 1999; Yoshino and Rangan 1995) . A number of themes emerge in the study of negotiations between organizations, while much of this research can be structured through an examination of negotiation process and outcome (Weiss 1997) .
Studies of strategic alliance formation identify a range of activities that can be conceptualized through three stages -strategic analysis (e.g., identification of poten tial for strategy cooperation, cost/benefits of collaborating), partner selection (e.g., goal congruence, internal political support, cultural compatibility) and structuring the relationship (e.g., legal and contractual parameters, contribution of expertise and resources, profit distribution) (Bronder and Pritzl 1992; Spekman, Forbes, Isabella and MacAvoy 1998) . The "strategic analysis" stage may focus on seeking solutions to external problems (e.g., protecting existing markets, sharing risk), but a review of this literature suggests that substantial attention is devoted to establishing interorganizational relations to attain some objective or synergy -especially the achievement of competitive advantage (Bronder and Pritzi 1992; Das and Teng 1998; Spekman, Forbes, Isabella and MacAvoy 1998) . Given their overarching focus on building a cooperative structure to achieve competitive advantage, strategic alli ances generally have a gainframe orientation. In comparison, public disputes can have either a gainframe or lossframe orientation, but resourcedeficient disputes -and the accompanying task of dividing scarce resources -indicate a preponder ance of lossframe negotiations. This difference can affect the way parties behave and negotiate. For example, the way a negotiation is framed can affect the way that risk is perceived, which is a contributing factor in determining riskseeking or riskavoiding behavior. Gainframing can contribute to riskseeking behavior and is more likely to result in agreement. Lossframing can contribute to resistance in concession making and riskavoiding behavior and is less likely to result in an agree ment Bazerman 1991, 1992) .
Such dynamics can explain partially why third parties are fundamental to the public dispute process, as the challenges of reaching agreement in this setting require higher degrees of "disputeresolution technology." Such dynamics can also provide insight into the factors that contribute to strategic alliance failure rates of around 50 percent (Inkpen and Ross 2001) , as there may be a relationship between "mutual gainframing" and the development of agreements that lack durability in complex negotiations.
What are the barriers to settlement when engaged in a complex multiparty inter organizational negotiation that is generally structured as a lossframe? If agreement is reached, what are the implications for agreement implementation, especially con cerning factors such as relational stability and agreement durability? What are the barriers to settlement when engaged in a complex multiparty interorganizational negotiation that is generally structured in a gainframe? If agreement is reached, what are the implications for agreement implementation, especially concerning fac tors such as relational stability and agreement durability? Can insights gained from one, general type of complex multiparty negotiation have relevance for the other type? Integration through specific, theoretical linkage points in the public dispute literature, the interorganization collaboration literature and the strategic alliance literature can enhance understanding while providing a degree of control over com plex interorganizational multiparty negotiations. In addition, research into cogni tive heuristics such as gain/lossframes are predominately conducted in laboratory settings. Comparative studies of gainframed and lossframed interorganizational negotiations could provide another useful setting for examining and developing such theories (see Bottom 2003 in this volume of International Negotiation for a cuttingedge example of this approach).
Another important theme in the interorganizational negotiation literature -although highly underdeveloped -is the use of agents, often lawyers in Western societies, who are retained by and report back to principals or constituents (Lax and Sebenius 1986; Mnookin and Susskind 1999; Pruitt 1994; Rubin and Sander 1988) . Principals retain agents for their knowledge and skill in getting things done, for the accompanying tactical benefits inherent in the principalagent relationship (e.g., information management, facesaving techniques), for their emotional detachment and for their professional reputation and ability to influence. However, the advantages derived can result in additional financial costs and greater degrees of complexity (e.g., an additional link in the communication process), which can result in potential confusion and misunderstandigs, and principal loss of control over negotiation pro cess (Croson and Mnookin 1997; Fassina 2002; Mnookin 1993; Pruitt 1994; Rubin and Sander 1988; Thompson 2001) .
A number of logistical challenges exist when an organization retains an agent. For example, the principal or constituent within the organization will usually have superiors and subordinates who can complicate principalagent relations and the negotiation process (Thompson 2001) . It is not unusual to find chains or networks of principals or constituents and agents (e.g., six or seven separate entities or indi viduals and groups) spread across an organization, at different levels in the hierar chy, that each have some involvement or an interest in a negotiation with another organization (see Pruitt (1994) for an excellent discussion on this type of structural arrangement). It is also possible that the principal or constituent is not an individual but an organizational committee that lacks unity, or even has committee members who openly compete (Crump 1995) . These logistical challenges increase complex ity. A research program focused on principalagent relations in interorganizational negotiations could identify factors to serve as the basis for prescriptive theory.
Much is known about agents through agency theory, but this body of litera ture is not readily applied to negotiation (CutcherGershenfeld and Watkins 1999) . In negotiations, principals delegate work to agents who are to perform that work. However, in practice astute agents can have substantial control or influence over negotiation process and outcome. Such interaction between principal and agent is known as the mutual influence model, a model considered to have greater validity than the constituenttoagent influence model (Pruitt 1994) . Generally, constitu ents or principals (i.e., primary parties) and agents have different attitudes toward risk within a specific negotiation. For example, relations between two or more pri mary parties on the same side and engaged in a coalition are normally structured through risksharing, while principalagent relations are structured through an exchange -often involving financial compensation. Agent compensation is often based on a fee for service, salary or retainer, while an agent normally has a degree of independence that is greater than the independence common in an employee employer supervisory relationship. With this independence comes a concern that agent and principal interests are not always aligned, while agents are most effective when their interests are aligned with those of the principal.
Methods have been devised to "coalign" agent and primary party interests through performancebased contracts or a contingency fee (Eisenhardt 1989; Lax and Sebenius 1986; Rubin and Sander 1988; Thompson 2001; Watkins 1999) . Such methods actually shift some outcome risk from the primary party to the agent. Performancebased contracts can transform an agent into another primary party when an agent accepts significant outcome risk, as this type of arrangement results in the agent becoming an outcome owner. The relationship between agent compen sation and principalagent interest coalignment has received substantial conside ration in the literature (see Eisenhardt 1989; Pratt and Zeckhause 1985) , although this research does not adequately consider the implications of such dynamics for the study of negotiation. For example, the potential role transformation from agent to primary party has implications for the crossfertilization of knowledge. An agent who accepts significant outcome risk in a negotiation may be better perceived as an entity engaged in a coalition relationship with its constituent, as both are now involved in a risksharing arrangement. Might coalition theory have some relevance to such dynamics? Is coalition theory more robust in explaining "agentprincipal" relations when the agent has accepted significant outcome risk? Could it be that similar phenomena are the focus of investigation when some scholars study division of coalition gains, while others study agentprincipal distribution of gains (agent compensation theory)? Such questions should receive consideration, as there is the potential for knowledge crossfertilization and theoretical integration. This latter point is especially significant considering the lack of research into principalagent relations in a negotiation context and the wealth of knowledge on divisions of gains in coalition relations.
The second major area of study in this domain considers negotiations within an organization or intraorganizational negotiation (Bacharach and Lawler 1980; Jameson 1999; Kramer 1991; Lax and Sebenius 1986; Lewicki, Sheppard and Bazerman 1986; Rahim 2001; Walton and McKersie 1965) .
Two individuals in dispute within an organization can be considered a biparty negotiation, but the potential intervention of an arbitrating manager or a mediating colleague establishes a multiparty context. Coalitional opportunities, real or imag ined, for either individual add another multiparty dimension. The social context of intraorganizational negotiation contributes to its multiparty nature (Kramer 1991; Lewicki, Sheppard and Bazerman 1986; Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1998) . Many organizational phenomena involving multiple parties may not be construed as negotiations per se, but negotiation processes may nevertheless play a central role (Kramer 1991: 310) .
A number of major themes exist in intraorganizational negotiations. Groups are especially important in this domain. Groups are found both inside and outside of organizations although the academic literature generally places the group within the organization (Davis 1992) . Formal groups such as a committee or team, groups within authority structures (e.g., all vice presidents) and coalitions all contribute to intraorganizational decision making and the negotiations that precede decisions (Ancona, Friedman and Kolb 1991; Bazerman, Mannix and Thompson 1988; Brett 1991; Mannix 1993; Neale 1995, 1998; Rahim 2001; Thibaut and Kelley 1986; Thompson and Fox 2001) . Team performance and group effectiveness are important areas of study in this literature. These topics will continue to receive attention in the foreseeable future (DeChurch and Marks 2001; Jehn and Chatman 2000; Kirkman, Jones and Shapiro 2000; LimpmanBlumen and Leavitt 1999) .
Organizational coalitions receive special attention in this literature although debate exists over what constitutes a coalition (see Cobb 1986; Sheppard, Lewicki and Minton 1986; Stevenson, Pearce and Porter 1985; Wolf 1986) . Two perspectives have emerged. First, organizational coalitions are a strategic and rational response to organizational member concerns where power and resources are pooled to deter mine decisions. Typically, such coalitions are "issuefocused," exist for short periods and are unstable (Bacharach and Lawler 1980; Cobb 1986; Murnighan and Brass 1991; Stevenson, Pearce and Porter 1985) . Second, informal relations are important in the operation of some organizational coalitions. Organization member identity and subgroup identification, subgroup member similarity, relationship patterns, and other social psychological processes combine to create informal relations that can become stable "interestfocused" coalitions. Such coalitions have been found to function across issues and situations, and over time (Eisenhardt and Bourgeois 1988; Hogg 1992; Pfeffer 1992; Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1998; Stevenson, Pearce and Porter 1985; Thompson 1967) .
Interestfocused coalitions are similar to networks of influence that operate within organizations to control goals and strategic planning, budgets and the allocation of resources, and the appointment of personnel to key positions. The formation of these disperse entities may be less significant than their durability. What are the factors that allow interestbased coalitions to persist in influencing an organization? How do individual members relate to such networks and how do individual members use this entity to gain influence over organizational goals and processes? Do such enti ties have a life cycle, and if so, what are the factors that result in their disappearance from an organization? Unlike issuefocused coalitions, much is still unknown about the nature of interestfocused coalitions and their ability to mobilize power to control organizational goals and processes. Fortunately, work in this area is emerging in the organizational domain on interest groups and issuefocused groups (Cobb 1986 ) and on a socialprocess view of coalitions (Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1998) . Research is also beginning to appear in the international domain on policy communities and issue networks (Boyer and Cremieux 1999) . Distinguishing between coalition type is a key matter that multiparty theory must clarify in order to enhance understanding of the dynamics created by cooperating primary parties on the same side. For example, degrees of unity determine whether a complex party is unitary or is likely to fragment into two or more competing parties. A highlyunified party can be expected to behave in a significantly different manner than a fragmenting party. Referring to both as a "coalition" establishes the foundation for ambiguous analysis. Research should strive to distinguish between and understand these two classes of phenomena. Kochan and Bazerman (1986) noted that the coalition literature and the thirdparty literature are each being integrated into the organizational domain. Historically, industrial relations had a significant impact on the perception of third parties in organizations, as arbitrators and contractual mediators were assumed to be the only thirdparty types in this domain (Neale and Bazerman 1992) . Eventually debate emerged over managers' functional responsibilities, with some arguing that managers were neither mediators nor arbitrators, and others recognizing the mediational and arbitrational processes engaged in by managers (Kochan and Bazerman 1986; Kolb 1986; Kolb and Sheppard 1985; Sheppard 1983) . Scholars coined the term "intravenor" to recognize intraorganizational third parties with clout (Carnevale 1986; Conlon 1988; Conlon, Carnevale and Murnighan 1994; Murnighan 1986) . A number of other third parties have also been identified in the organizational and group domain. The ombudsman has become a common thirdparty role in organizations (Gadlin 2000; Kolb 1989; Rowe 1995) , while other third parties are mentioned, including consultants (Fisher and Keashly 1988) , interveners (Heckscher and Hall 1994) and advocates (Kaufman and Duncan 1989) .
The use of formal third parties in intraorganizational settings highlights a corporate desire to manage and control intraorganizational conflict more effectively while recognizing that organizational conflict is inevitable. Intraorganizational studies distinguish between substantive conflict and affective conflict and recognize that the former may generally be a functional form of conflict and the latter may be a dysfunctional form of conflict. Studies indicate that too much affective conflict, too little substantive conflict and too much substantive conflict do not contribute to organizational effectiveness. Low levels of affective conflict and moderate levels of substantive conflict can contribute to organizational effectiveness (Masters and Albright 2002; Rahim 2001) . The relationship between conflict and organizational effectiveness will continue to receive attention in the academic literature. For exam ple, how can organizational members be taught to effectively manage affective con flict? What type of organizational structures, leadership styles and human resource management policies contribute to moderate levels of substantive conflict? What elements within substantive conflict contribute to organizational effectiveness and how can these elements be enhanced without shifting such conflict into dysfunc tionally high or low levels? What is the relationship between intraorganizational conflict resolution systems (i.e., dispute system design), the maintenance of affec tive conflict at low levels and achievement of substantive conflict at moderate levels? These and many other questions are relevant to the intraorganizational portion of the organizational and group domain.
Theoretical Integration
Within the multiparty negotiation literature there is recognition of the need for greater theoretical integration (Polzer 1996; Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1998) . Also noted is a relationship between advances in the field and increasing degrees of integrative complexity in the field (Kramer 1994) . Organizing the multiparty negotiation literature into domains facilitates identification of common phenomena or recurring patterns and provides a basis for engaging in theoretical integration. For example, of the phenomena that are most common, what is the relationship between these phenomena and the theories that can explain them? Answers to these questions will contribute to theoretical integration in the emerging field of multi party negotiation.
Thirdparty behavior and coalition behavior were identified in every domain (the latter is often conceptualized as alliance behavior in the international domain and consensus building in the public dispute domain). Yet, the thirdparty litera ture and the coalition literature hardly ever intersect (Crump 1997 ). Only the rare scholar contributes to both fields (e.g., Murnighan 1978 Murnighan , 1986 Raiffa 1982; Wilkinson 1976 , while more recent examples include Curran and Sebenius 2003; Watkins 2003 in this volume of International Negotiation). However, coalition and thirdparty phenomena have the potential to intermingle and integrate. Some of a mediator's leverage derives from the very nature of a threesided process. Like any triangle, the shape of a mediated negotiation contains the potential for a coalition to be formed (Touval 1994: 51) . Specifically, three parties may interact when dealing with a common issue, and a possibility exists that two parties may form a coalition against the other or that one party may mediate between the other two parties. Mediational and coalitional behavior can occur in a single period of interaction in a negotiation (Belliveau and Stolte 1977; Kriesberg 1991; Touval 1975; Van de Vliert 1981; Wilkinson 1976) . While the present study is not the first to recognize a relationship between thirdparty behavior/theory and coalition behavior/theory, it is the first to recognize the significance of this link as a point of integration for the field of multiparty negotiation. After reviewing the multiparty negotiation litera ture by domains it may be concluded that thirdparty theory and coalition theory are two of the major theories in this field of study. This specific point of integration could contribute to the development of a comprehensive multiparty negotiation model -a development that would further contribute to the establishment of a paradigm of multiparty negotiation.
Integration of coalitional and mediational theory/behavior may not be so common in some domains (e.g., settings that depend on formal contractual mediators) and therefore may be less relevant for some negotiation and mediation practitioners. Con currently, other settings tolerate and even accept third parties with alignments to a primary party. We first became aware of such phenomena through the international domain (Touval 1975; Touval and Zartman 1989; Zartman and Touval 1985) followed by the organizational domain (Carnevale 1986; Conlon 1988; Conlon, Carnevale and Murnighan 1994; Murnighan 1986 ). In addition, third parties that are aligned to one or more primary parties are common in cultures t hat are highly formal (on a formal -informal scale) and that also seek to avoid conflict. Such cultures (e.g., Japan) are dependent on the use of introductions for making initial contact with others. Should problems emerge several years later, the "introducer" will often feel obligated to act as a "gobetween" or informal mediator. In crosscultural negotiations, for example, it is not unusual for one party to loose contact with its future mediator (often a Western party), while the other party (often the Japanese) maintain and nurture this important business relationship. Relational or alignment dynamics between this "gobetween" and the primary parties could be one factor in explaining settlement (Crump 1998; Gestland 1999) , although this is another area that requires greater empirical attention.
At a theoretical level the relationship between coalition behavior/theory and thirdparty behavior/theory could provide a foundation for a comprehensive model of multiparty negotiation.
Conclusion
Some studies argue that researchers have neglected multiparty negotiation (Kramer 1991; Polzer, Mannix and Neale 1995) , while the present article offers an alterna tive point of view by presenting a comprehensive perspective of multiparty nego tiation. This study builds on the work of many negotiation scholars to provide an understanding or a context for conceptualizing multiparty negotiation phenomena -a multiparty negotiation framework. This framework, which has five components and is organized from macro to micro, is summarized in Table 2 .
The discussion focused initially on the fundamentals of multiparty negotiation concepts and dynamics, then on the establishment of multiparty building blocks and (1) Multiparty negotiation boundaries (2) Multiparty negotiation domains (3) Taxonomy of multiparty negotiation building blocks (4) Integration of the two major multiparty negotiation theories (5) Fundamental multiparty negotiation concepts and dynamics boundaries, and the identification of a significant point of theoretical integration. A review of multiparty negotiation domains combined to produce a multiparty negotiation framework. This article also sought to provide guidance by building a multiparty negotiation research agenda through a review of critical knowledge in each domain.
There are many wise men and women around these days, each of whom is an expert regarding some particular anatomical part of the great elephant. What we sorely need are more people with expertise in the contours of the beast as a whole (Rubin 1983: 216) . The purpose of the present study is to outline the contours of that "beast" known as multiparty negotiation, while defining and describing this emerging field of study. In this regard, "sides" and "parties" serve as a dual lense that allows for the structuring of complex negotiation phenomena. Such tools assist in answering the basic analytical question: how are negotiation outcomes achieved and explained (see Young 1991; Zartman 1988) .
Many researchers seek to identify and understand the vast array of elements that are conceptualized as negotiation, while progress must also be made in integrating these elements into some form of comprehensive understanding. Unfortunately, insufficient work has been devoted to this latter task in the field of multiparty negotiation. Such work is especially critical as this field of study advances through increasing degrees of integrative complexity. The framework presented in this study serves as a foundation for building a paradigm of multiparty negotiation. How should such developments proceed? Scholars devoted to advancing the field of multiparty negotiation should strive to build structural models that establish order within the complexity. Descriptive models that identify the nature of critical theoretical relationships are required, as this is an important step in developing a multiparty negotiation paradigm and advancing the development of multiparty negotiation theory and practice. Predictive and prescriptive theory, built on causal relationships, depends upon wellgrounded descriptive theory or structural models (Pruitt 1995) . The aim of the present article is to begin the process of responding to this important gap in the literature.
In this regard, the proposed framework holds the potential to assist in developing a comprehensive model of multiparty negotiation. For example, five multiparty nego tiation building blocks were identified utilizing "party" and "relations between par ties" as conceptual constructs -(1) primary party relations, (2) cooperative relations between parties on the same side, (3) noncooperative relations inside a "single party" that is not behaving as a unitary entity, (4) thirdparty relations and (5) relations that provide support to a primary party. The present article argues that all parties within defined multiparty negotiation boundaries will have the fundamental characteristics of one of these five types. No other phenomenon has been or will be observable in any domain in any negotiation, past, present or future. This is a large claim.
Variations within each party type exist. For example, there are clear differences between a third party with and without power, a third party with and without outcome interests and a third party with and without a bias (partiality) toward one or more primary parties. All these examples depict an entity playing the functional role of a third party. However, it is also important to acknowledge that a "third party with power and outcome interests" can transform into a "primary party" (e.g., a helpful mediating neighbor suddenly becomes your competitor) as negotiations proceed, as there is a similarity between a third party with power and outcome interests, and a primary party engaged in some form of mediational behavior. Role transition does not weaken the validity of this fivepart taxonomy of building blocks unless an entity is able to transform into a type that is fundamentally distinct from parties described by this taxonomy.
Role theory is especially useful for distinguishing between variations within a party type. For example, differences between the functional role of an agent and that of an adviser are apparent, as advisers become agents when first communicating with a sec ond primary party. Unfortunately, distinctions between other roles are more subtle. For example, a negotiator can simultaneously play a bargaining and representative role (Druckman 1978) , although a functional role (in this case outcome ownership) and not a behavioral role distinguishes a negotiating primary party from its agent. Role theory is an operational tool that can support the development of multiparty negotiation theory. Can a theoretical structure be created that defines the range of possible roles within each party type? This challenge and opportunity confronts scholars studying complex nego tiation processes. It may be possible to build a structural model or paradigm of this uni verse known as multiparty negotiation based on role theory by establishing logical links between elements within the taxonomy of multiparty negotiation building blocks. Once constructed, this model's validity can be established by looking at a range of case studies in various domains to determine whether parties that do not fit within this model exist. A taxonomy of multiparty negotiation roles, constructed from the building blocks of multiparty negotiation, can contribute to the development of predictive and prescriptive theory, as a greater understanding of negotiationrole behavior should contribute to greater control in studying determinants or variables that have predictive qualities.
The present article offers a framework for understanding multiparty negotia tion, while establishing a foundation for a multiparty negotiation paradigm. This framework, like the study of multiparty negotiation, is in a developmental state. For example, the organizational domain may give birth to other domains as sufficient literature builds to justify independent consideration. The present framework has specific limitations, as it is not the definitive work on multiparty negotiation; rather, it is a proposed structure that seeks to reflect current developments.
No study has previously sought to map the field of multiparty negotiation or establish a framework for this field of study. The purpose of mapping is to replace ambiguity and disorder with clarity. Ultimately, a map offers guidance. This frame work should provide greater understanding of multiparty negotiation process and outcome, and facilitate an integration of knowledge that may contribute to advances in theoretical development.
